
Our topic this half term is ’Space’ and we have lots of exciting learning planned.  During our 

‘Adventure to Space’ culture day, we will get to mingle with friends and collaboratively explore 

activities revolving around creating space food,  space suits and decorating our Alien planet. 

We are very excited to announce that we are going to have a visit from our weird and 

wonderful Animal Man to join us to celebrate Alien species. 

During our Art lessons, we will be making our own props for our culture day ‘Adventure to the 

Space’ including planet pictures, alien masks, welcome to Earth Alien bunting,  musical 

instruments and making Alien prints with clay. We will be discovering different ways to create 

art using various recycled material, as well as creating our Venus planet touchy, feely, smelly art 

work with materials and objects. 

In addition, we will also get busy tasting different foods and following recipes to make sure our 

culture day is a success.  

In Design and Technology we will be using our cooking skills to make food for our ‘Welcome to 

Earth celebration, such as, slime cakes, rocket pavlova, planet biscuits and Mars brownies. 

Hazel class will be celebrating a variety of special events this half term, including:  World 

Religion Day, Tu Bishvat and Chinese New Year. 
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In our Mathematics, English and Science lessons, we will be reviewing over-arching questions 

relating to the topic such as ’What do we need to pack on our Adventure into Space?’, ‘What 

Planet shall we visit?’, ‘Can we Make our Own Space Food?’, ‘What do we know about our Solar 

System?’ and ‘How do we Welcome Bee-Bop the Alien to our Planet’. The books we are explor-

ing will link to our topic. These will include: ‘How to Catch a Star’,  ‘Aliens Love Underpants’, 

‘Susy Orbit Astronaut’,  ‘The Way Back Home’ and ‘Even Aliens Need Snacks’ these are to devel-

op our communication skills in a variety of ways during these lessons. 

Mathematics, English and Science 
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Our hydro session is on a Monday morning and our rebound 

session is on a Tuesday morning.  Please send in a swimming kit for 

your child every Monday. We will try our best to allow everybody to 

do both hydro and rebound each week but sometimes this is not possible. They will both 

be on a rota basis. 

 

We will continue to learn about healthy eating throughout the whole 

year. Please continue to send in healthy snacks for your child if they have 

one during break time. They can also have a refillable bottle which can 

be refilled by us throughout the day. 

Hazel class will continue to earn house points for good work, trying their 

best and following class rules. For those extra special WOW moments, the 

children may earn ‘Golden time’ which we put onto a chart.  

 

Warm clothes for forest school on Thursday please! 

If you have any photos taken of yourselves that link with our topic, that you’d be happy 

to send in and have up on display in our classroom, we’d love to see them! 


